POWER OF ATTORNEY – AUTHORIZATION
The undersigned:
___________________________________________________________________
I authorize:

Attorney at law Jurij Kutnjak from Maribor

to give me legal help according to regulations of advocateship, especially to represent me in proceedings in front
of courts of justice and other state agencies, to represent me in cases in front of legal persons, institutions,
foundations, establishments, civil legal and physical persons, to conclude, in my name, compromises and
contracts, that legally bonds me and confirms to meet all needs of my claims and to put in all regular and
extraordinary legal means.
Authorization embraces also taking written orders, invitations, applications from counter parties and other written
claims, after given authorization and in connections with case, in which authorization was given.
Authorization embraces also receipt of funds and other worth for customer and explicit authorization for
representing on appointed day for compromise and taking conclusions of court settlements and settlements out of
court.
Authorization does not embrace checking od data’s about insolvency procedures, forced settlement procedures or
winding up procedures except this is in authorization specially stated.

I specially authorize attorney:

Below undersigned, I confirm, that lawyer has acquainted me, that I have to explain him all facts and
circumstances in connection with subject and propose him all documentary evidence, by signing this authorization
and that I am acquainted with approximate costs of lawyer representation and rough estimation of case outcome
and that I am aware of consequences, which can occur in case, that statements and proofs are not presented in
time set by regulations or to lawyer’s appeal.
If I don’t give to lawyer all facts and present all proofs which I have, in given times as stated in passage before,
lawyer is not obliged to take over representation or he can cancel authorization, nihter is is responsible for
damage, which would occur because of my inactivity.
I bind myself, that I will settle on call and without delay all lawyer costs according to lawyer’s tariff, if there was
special written agreement made about bonus for making legal services, and costs plus expenses for executed
work. .
I bind myself to inform lawyer immediately in case of any change of contact data, latest in 48 hours after change, I
will submit new contact data, where I will be reachable, otherwise, lawyer is free of any responsibility for damage
caused due to usage of not valid contact datas. I agree, that lawyer submits me all letters by post or by e-mail and
I declare, that lawyer has acquainted me , that result or outcome of case is unpredictable and has bind himself
only for representation with all professional care and not for success.
For any disputes, which could occur out of this relation, giver of authority and attorney (lawyer) agree for
jurisdiction according to lawyers office and use of law of Republic of Slovenia.

……………………, day .........................
Confirming authorization and representation:

......................................................

Giver of Authority:

..................................................
(signature and stamp)

